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NOTICE 

FINAL celebration at "Archimedes" 

AWARDS TO THE BEST 

       It is finished one more school year in Mathematics Society "Archimedes". 

Here is a look back in the two activities (there are more than activities during the year). 

      Basic activity of "Archimedes" School is Archimedes’s school for young mathematicians”, which 

every year attend 700-800 students from I class PS to IV class SŠ and older preschoolers. 

      For the results of the final test in "Arhimedes ‘s" school for young mathematicians, held on 31 

May in 2014., and where there were 606 students, awards (awards, commendations) received 567 

students (464 awards and commendations 103).      

          "Archimedes" implemented and various mathematical Competeing. The most famous 

is and the most massive mathematical compete at Republican level is "Archimedes' mathematical 

tournament.. For the team results, schools were awarded a total of 94 awards (57 awards and 37 

commendations), and the individual results of students in grades awarded a total of 268 recognition 

(103 awards and commendations 165) 

             Team-champions Serbia in mathematics for in 2014. year are: Primary School "Zarko 

Zrenjanin" from Novi Sad (in the category and OS) and G the High School "Josif Pancic" from Bajine 

Gardens (In the category SS). Detailed results for teams and individuals in grades can be seen on 

the website at www.archimedes.rs. - Under the Competition and and under News). 

        • The division awards (awards and praise) for the results of the final test in "Arhimeds’ " school 

and Mathematics Tournament  ads will be asked to final ceremony on Saturday, June 7, in 

2014. The in the ceremonial hall of the Faculty of Education in Belgrade in 10 hours for the 

mathematical school in, in 12 hours for Mathematics Tournament. Welcome to the Celebration! 

         • Results of mass mathematical competition "Mislisa 2014" - basic level (4 seventh participant 

of 193) and a large republic final (100 participants) - announced the earlier and posted on our 

websites. 

           Congratulations to schools and students on the results! 

 

 

 

 

 

       For "ARCHIMEDES":                                                                                                                                            

Bogoljub Marinković, prof 

                                            Богољуб Маринковић, проф. 
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